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Introduction – Fitness & Wellbeing  
 

The webinar we chose is fitness & wellbeing. It took place on Thursday March 25, 2021 
at 6:00PM. This webinar is a part of Humber College winter 2021 Success: A Digital Era Edition 
Project. The project lead for this webinar was Hanadi Alnawab. She is a professor, and program 
coordinator of the Digital Management program. 

This webinar was based on a discussion about the changes and revolutions within the 
fitness industry, such as how industry has had to adapt due to the pandemic, and the rise of e-
business practices within the fitness industry.  

Three guest speakers discussed the advantages and disadvantages of conducting a 
business within the fitness industry. This webinar provided projections on the future of the 
fitness industry and the importance of having a strong digital presence. Towards the end of the 
webinar, attendees were given the opportunity to interact with guest speakers via a Q&A 
period.  
 
Guest Speakers 
 
Lori- Ann McLeod, ONYX Fitness  
 

Lori- Ann McLeod is the founder and owner of ONYX fitness. She has been certified in 
yoga, pilates, TRX, and nutrition. She started teaching small Pilates classes in her neighbour’s 
basement, but quickly realized she would need more space due to a growing client base. 

She temporarily rented space at a local dance studio, until opening up her first location 
on Bronte Street in Milton. ONYX fit quickly grew, and soon she operated 2 studios. However, 
due to Covid-19 shutting down gyms, she has been able to successfully transition towards 
virtual fitness classes. 

For her, fitness means living your best life. She added that “fitness gives you a life you 
deserve, but so many people don’t take advantage of it, because it can often be daunting and 
difficult to start doing it.” She suggests to start making small improvements towards health and 
fitness, such as going for a small walk everyday, and continue to gradually increase this activity 
level. Before you know it, you will see big improvements! Lori gives some good advice for 
people who are looking to start their fitness journey: Don’t wait for it the right time, make the 
time right. 

With this pandemic, Lori is thankful for fitness and her healthy lifestyle, because it gives 
her days structure, and adds something to look forward to. She started her online fitness 
classes the day after lockdown. Due to the Pandemic, Lori-Ann has had to think outside the box, 
and change the way of doing business.   

She explains that overnight she was forced to move her business from in-person to 
training clients online, and it's been a challenge. Lori-Ann said that her virtual fitness classes 
also helped people to combat their mental health issues during the pandemic. It helped people 
to get over their anxiety and depression. Lori-Ann has a positive outlook, and her determination 
has kept her business going. Her biggest success is to Keep people engaged, and help them 
through this difficult time. 



 
 
Joshua Wilkinson, Colossus Fitness  
 

Joshua Wilkinson started out on YouTube, creating educational fitness videos. Later, 
with his business partner Kyle, he successfully started Colossus Fitness, and turned his passion 
into his career. Colossus Fitness has helped clients with bodybuilding, powerlifting, and 
physique competitions.  

Joshua Wilkinson inspires and educates through YouTube, Instagram, and his Colossus 
Fitness Podcast. With the gym closure due to the pandemic, Joshua said that he was already 
adjusted to online training with his clients. He had already begun training online long before 
Covid-19 began, as he saw a shift towards online training. The biggest challenge for Joshua has 
been to keep people motivated during the pandemic, with a lack of available gym equipment 
that people can access. 
 
Wilfred Valenta, Silofiit  
 

Silofiit is owned by Wilfred Valenta. It is based on Montreal, and offers a network of 
micro-gyms throughout Montreal and Toronto. Silofiit is the world's first network of private 
fitness spaces.  

Silofit repurposes cheap small spaces into private gym spaces, and everyone from those 
who prefer to workout on their own, to fitness influencers who need private space to film in, 
can rent by the hour to workout in a private space. 

 People can rent this studio through the Silofit mobile app to have privacy, or to gain 
access to a gym without the commitment of joining a big commercial gym and paying a big 
monthly or yearly fee. They can even be rented by personal trainers to train clients. 

Silofiit’s business is entirely built on word of mouth, and social media has played a big 
role in promoting the company. When people see fitness influencers with large audiences train 
at a Silofit gym, the company is able to effectively advertise to their target audience without 
paying a fee to advertise. This is how the Silofiit company grows quickly. 

Due to the pandemic, Silofiit started virtual fitness programs, and live streaming. They 
also started workout programs that people can buy through their app. This helped the company 
stay afloat during gym shutdowns. Covid forces many big gyms to stay closed. However, Silofiit 
is often able to stay open, due to the private and distanced nature of their service. After five 
openings since September, the company has added a dozen locations in Toronto.  
 
Conclusion 
 

This fitness & wellbeing webinar has provided some profound insights into the online 
fitness industry. The known physical and mental benefits of physical activity are especially 
beneficial during the constant Covid shutdowns, and it is amazing how these entrepreneurs 
have been able to change and adapt to these unprecedented times. 

As Wilfred Valenta says: “The fitness industry was already transitioning towards online 
formats. Covid-19 has just sped up that process. This webinar taught us the importance of 



overall fitness, and how the industry has had to adapt, and move their business online due to 
the pandemic.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


